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for puerto rico
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note on the translation

the titles of these poems comes from pedro scaron’s el 

capital, the 1976 translation of karl marx’s classic. 

published by siglo veintiuno editores, this translation was 

commonly used by the puerto rican left as part of political 

formation programs during the 70’s and 80’s. i have 

translated the translation into third-degree proximity. 

karl “carlitos” marx, pedro scarón, and rsr 







THE DEBT-PRODUCTION PROCESS

“the nature of these necessities,

that they originate, for example,

in the stomach or the fantasy,

does not modify the problem.”
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“all their sensible properties have blended away”

the products of labor have their residues. 
we call these residues spectral objectivity. 
we call this spectral objectivity mere gelatin. 
we call this mere gelatin crystallizations of the common social substance.

we call these crystallizations value.  

but the value that is use value only has its value because tío jun fixed chairs,
and because titi irma lost her mind and wrote letters 
where the handwriting grew until it filled entire pages. 
she smoked and shared with the homeless that made flowers of palm leaves 
and would give them away—for a dollar—they’d watch your car— 

when she dyed her hair, later when the roots grew clearly dark,
when she was dying of hunger because of the forgetting, 
later when she drew with eyeliner 
3 centimeters above her lashes,
her eyes wouldn’t close and she smelled of stratified tobacco
on those occasions and others, she accumulated, for example,
value.

you’re looking so beautiful and how’s yoli
the mayor went to her funeral because she was loved, he said, 
and because she accumulated value for the whole town. 
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“it does not float in the air”

i.

when considering use-values, 
one must always presuppose their quantitatively determined character, 

such as the dozens of times i passed albizu’s statue without seeing it, 
one tuna factory, a ton of sharks 

that eat from the discharge, etc. 
the fictio iuris prevails in me since i do not possess 

a thorough knowledge of sharks, 
or how the factory creates an imbalance in the coastal ecosystem 

(or how i created an ecological imbalance 
in my second girlfriend’s family ecosystem when i ate from the discharge).
 
the body of a commodity is in fact a use-value or good. 
the use-value becomes effective only through use or consumption. 

let us carefully examine this matter. 
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ii.

an individual commodity, 
for example, a quarter of pan de agua, 

is exchanged for other articles in the most diverse proportions. 
mornings talking about the unpostponable payment 

finally replaced by the acronym i.o.you.
the i. owe. you. this. much. time taken from my day 

is exchanged for a call to the unemployment office 
that anyone would say has nothing to do with the pan de agua 

or the strong espresso no milk. 
nonetheless (what a jawful thing)

its exchange-value remains unchanged,
whether it is expressed in x pan de agua, y minutes of phone call, z i.o.you., 

etc.,
 
where x equals y equals z equals zero. 
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iii.

it must (yes must as in owed), therefore, 
possess a content that is differentiable from those diverse modes of 

expression. 

let us take two other commodities, 
for example, the adoquín and its poequivalent: the yearned adoquín. 

whatever its exchange rate, 
we can create a little formula that reads: 

1 adoquín=1000000000000000 ya,
but these things, being as dissimilar as august 2 and august 3, 

as dissimilar as cnn and noticentro, 
as dissimilar as the public-financing corporation 

and the government development bank, 
as dissimilar as spanish and gringo colonialisms, 

have to be equivalent to a third thing, 
have to be reducible to this third thing. 

a simple geometric example will show
that triangles, like adoquines, 
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require something in common in order to participate in numerical exchange. 
this something in common cannot be natural or corporeal. 

it does not contain a single adoquín of use-value.
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iv.

we call useful work the work whose usefulness 
is represented in the use-value of its product as useful effect. 

its usefulness is made evident through a social division of labor. 
a set of dissimilar useful jobs, 

equally differentiable, radially different, 
led tití teresa to work in the tuna factory. 

nonetheless, it was not teresa who told me about the discharge, 
for she barely discussed work, 

even though her clothes always smelled like tuna and she changed soaps 
like merchants exchange commodities, 

like a multi-membered system changes productive branches, 
like one changes one’s specialized profession when there are no jobs, 

like one learns an unknown trade 
when fish cans are needed 

(you’ll be seventy five cents), 
like one trains oneself to bear the stench of a hug 

when it comes from she who knows how much is owed and what to value. 
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“the more idle and unskillful the laborer”

the productive force of labor is not, 
contrary to popular opinion,
fixed by the government of puerto rico.

JASON BENNICK has confirmed 
that his company can produce 
three new beaches by filling in the strait 
between the isla de cabras and san juan, 
creating hundreds of miles of sand employees.
his company, míster sand, principally 
produces edible sand toys,
but for more than a decade he has wanted to expand 
his interests to calid zones, for he informs us that

i just wanted to go somewhere warm, you know?
and i heard about the bonds in puerto rico and how cheap they had gotten,

so i told martha, well, we can move to florida or we can move to puerto rico.
i like it here. it’s the perfect moment for this sort of venture.

when we asked how he planned to create the algae effect, 
he informed us that various farms would produce a lemon green algae 
because his dream was to eventually guarantee 
the investment of a beer company 
whose name he did not wish to divulge.
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the normal condition of production active in a society

   + the median social degree of labor’s dexterity and intensity 
+ the color of mister bennick’s algae 
+ the state of development of science and its technological 

applications 
+ the amount of trips i’ve taken to la isla de cabras
+ the capricornian archetype and its fixation on the domestication 

of labor
+ the letters she wrote to yoli
+ the cigarettes of an entire lifetime
+ the social coordination of the process of production 
+ the cost of T on the market
+ the natural conditions

mister bennick assures us that, 
as long as they are not idle or unskilled,
all the sand men 
will have the same opportunity  
to apply for employment in his company.
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“coats are not exchanged for coats”

let us take two commodities such as
50 years of work and one debt
accumulated over 50 years.

as proprietor of the first
you decide to take it to caribe hilton banking
where i offer my life to pay this debt.

but they explain that it’s not enough

just as the debt and the fifty years of work have use-values that 
are qualitatively different, so are the two forms of labor that 
produce them: that of the investor and that of the colonized. 
your life is not enough. you will have to pay with the labor of your 
children and your children’s children. 

let’s say you tell them i never had any because 
i never wanted to make heirs of those who
barely know the difference 
between milk and coquito.

but they explain that even if you don’t have a lineage
your neighbors, the dog that plunders your trash,
doña sophia with her luminous rosary, 
your abuela that barely leaves the house to go to the pharmacy,
angelía that still awaits your book,
luis that finally has a job but still has debts to pay,
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that guy who mugged you for ten bucks
will inherit. 

imagine
that you come back with your neighbors,
with your abuela, with the dog
that sometimes searches your trash,
with angelía, with luis, and say
here are my heirs.
do you accept our payment?
will you terminate our debt?
will you erase our names from the system?

but they say 
where are the rivers?
el río guajataca, el río camuy, 

el río cibuco,       el río de bayamón, 
el río puerto nuevo,   el río grande de loíza, 

el río herrera,            el río mameyes, 
el río sabana,           el río fajardo,
el río daguao,            el río santiago,

el río blanco,            el río humacao, 
el río seco,        el río maunabo, 

etc. etc. etc.

they will be your heirs.
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this time you decide to get ahead.
like a specter you haunt all of puerto rico. 
you grab handfuls of whatever:
gasoline station umbrellas, limestone,
birth certificates, shutdown shops, 
etc. etc. etc…

you go back to the bank with your island so densely ingested 
that you cough up burials and streetlights and say 
here i have all that fits 
between the caribbean sea and the north atlantic. 
here i have: my imaginary.

but they say
you owe nothingness,
your account has a negative balance. 
in exchange for this debt we only accept coats,
but this you definitely don’t have
because it’s almost never cold 
in puerto rico. 

let’s say you go to philadelphia
to look for the coats much needed 
by the abuelas, the angelías, the río maunabo, etc.
you work hard, look for a license with a renewed address, 
buy three four five hundred coats, 
go to the local branch and say
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here they are.
i would like to pay that debt.
but without looking up they answer
here in philly we don’t accept coats.

let’s suppose that in the pasteles box
you send the coats to your mother
with a note that reads 
payment: puerto rican debt,
and mami (after decoding your handwriting) carries
the box to the local branch of the banco popular, caribe hilton banking 
or loquesea bank, where they give her a look and—before she can say a 
word—indicate to turn in coats, use line number three.

imagine that it is a long, longer, almost interminable line,
a line that spans 50 years.  
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 “work is the father and earth the mother”

the imported mangós taste like pineapple.
the manholes 
are replaced by orange barrels:
all metal has value on the market.

the store that sells all
sells me mangós for 14 dollars
because i’ve said that in puerto rico
we have medium but unforgivable fruits.

scalpel burials are like concerts of shackles:

 you suffered scalpels,
 bury them.

 see via carousel repetitions
 horses like real children.

the earth where the rocks are buried,
the earth where they bury my fist,
the earth where i died a sailor

:give me your hand ericka:
they are palm lines
scalpel cuts,
root of ceiba,
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are piss in the snow, informing,
traffic of hormones with group id.

for each scalpel you bury
a triceratops conch is born,
umbrella screw, celestial octagon.
for each scalpel you bury,
a dollar goes to 
the governmental development bank.

scalpel, for each cenex you find
we will return a data.

bury them all 
because you are born from an egg in braille 
:the earth is for burying the feet, 
for warming and compacting
the fairy teeth:
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“a material substratum will always remain”

scene 4: 

cenex discovers there are multiple nothings,
    like multiple infinities.
no they aren’t double nos,
more like nothings each one excluding the other completely:
the nothing of impossible numbers,
the nothing of incommensurable fractions,
the nothing of honey anthills    
—quartz of snow and piss—,
the nothing of pink plantains, 
the nothing of return,
the nothing of my frozen hands they’ve cut 
and i carry like a rabbit’s foot.
cenex discovers there are worse worsts. 
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scene 7: 

petal by petal, odette irons the flamboyán. in the reliquary, a mix of 
jasmine and elizabeth arden. her last dyke descendant gets married far 
away with the lizard body of the willow. some egg in some boiling. some 
house sold. the walls asbestosed. the catholic channel at full volume. the 
amount of pain in the skin incremental. it accumulates because the pope 
has said that this body is carnal. the debt, carnal. the hand of the pope, 
sacred. perreo, carnal. the bolitero neighbor, carnal. the hill where the 
water tank sits, carnal. the statue of the virgin, sacred.
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scene 8: 

cenex injects themselves with hibiscus.
they only want to mix rum and milk,
inject themselves with as much flowering as they can find between
crag and flowerpot,
 sell fruit at the stand,
  close the stand due to the rotten fruit law,
   inject themselves with metal and tent,
freeze the water, be an ice-seller,
sell cement balls to the government,
sell pinchos, horchata, maví,
sell souvenirs of puerto rico:
 bills, tendencies to run on behalf of the people 

   char tires, sell collections of rubber bands, 
  lottery of $5 for $15m,
   lemon for $50, and they pay you with iou,
 trade iou for iou for iou,
sell services for cleaning yards of ious,
subcontracting oneself to clean the streets of sellers
without sell-out licenses, 
judging while high because there is no harmony, 
because we’re still alive,
and the tame hibiscus lasts
beyond the next payment.
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scene 11: 

cenex interrupts mass:
binges on wafers, is poisoned by the blood of god.
cenex interrupts their ascension 
to preconceive a world without debt.

they cut their reproductive organs like so many unused railroad cars,
saying you don’t qualify as a woman until you’ve passed the three tests
of the national conservatory.
 they prefer to suction all dialogue from their bowels,
 cut off the euphemisms like additional organs,
 mosaic the face of god with cheap paint brushes,
 erode, erode, erode,
 interrupt mass with an etymological breakdown, 
 read the names of the murdered sisters,
 pontificate about the meat industry, 
 defend themselves against the piercing tedium
 of colonization.
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scene 12: 

puerto rico turns on its fireflies
in order to appear: 
an anxious light on the world map.
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scene 13: 

cenex verifies that y’all have died.
your blueberry juice in the hallways that drownpretties.
gatherer of dead hummingbirds, 
you’ll make blanket borealis of nibs,
piles of newspapers in your apartment 3A.
if you cut the grass, the ants will come out of the fissure. 
if you open the curtains, there will be experts dissecting 
like domesticators of chaos.
tell them to fuck off and let’s get a drink. 
it’s on me.
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scene 14: 

cenex procreates with their ghost
who says:

you can cry. here we all cry.
no one will judge you.
if you feel you’re losing your island,
if you leave, if you stay, you can cry.
you have a right to hate your oppressors, 
a right to take off your socks but not your belt,
to collapse like an edifice of contract on the short route.
to dissolve words.
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final scene: 

my mother says she is too demoralized
to write poems about the debt.

her hand squeezes my dislocated heart.

she asks me if i’ve read the poems she sent me,
if i liked them.

they’re short.

i like them—i say—
her poems about the debt.

are long
like mine.

they’re the same. she says and we cry—
so as not to kill—each other.
exactly the same.

[my mother never says this, even when yes she says she can’t write 
poems about the debt but doesn’t explain, even when yes she cries and 
squeezes my heart, even when yes she writes poems that are, like mine, 
about the debt, even though she doesn’t say it in the poems, they’re all 
about the debt, even if i never ever say these words out loud, even then.]
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“this part of value does not enter into circulation”

our souls shine like nothing
in the stark everywhere.
inevitable shells to sand,
worthless as the sum 
of all tire tracks hunted, 
like rustling distinct
where nightmares shed snakes.

they walk in uninvited to drink my coffee. 
my cousins eye them.
my mother comes in 
to pull them out by their root 
of shame.

will you arrange my flowers?
i leave you this setup 
ready to be lost, but burn 
my papers if i die.







THE DEBT-CIRCULATION PROCESS

“to purely understand the forms, 

we must first abstract the elements 

that have nothing to do with 

form exchange and constitution.”
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“first phase: the capitalist appears as a buyer”

(highest stages)

when i read marx’s capital i was 16 years old.
at the meetings we discussed breaking fences in vieques,
and decided how our next interventions would be,
how many papers, if they were reformists or de cuadros.
marx explained the inevitability of the revolution.

coño, i never felt like i felt that day
we ratified the vote to strike.
i was 18 years old, i hadn’t eaten
more than an apple and an oatmeal bar,
because when i didn’t sleep, i entered higher stages.

i dreamt the cops burned my socks
in a bonfire and my marrows carried poisons.
if they broke a bone, they’d assure my death.

i read various texts by trotsky where he said
that art was autonomous
and that workers couldn’t create art,
but i didn’t believe him because i had common
and the scratched blackstar cd,
and because mami and papi were cocolos.

over the summer, i binged because i hadn’t eaten.
i slept with a man that threw me out
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and i moved to new york.
i had read marx organically. 
i dreamt the cia invaded my house
with open arms.
in their hands they had bloody cotton balls,
and said: your mother is dead.
but the cia never came, only bills and bills.

i preferred to be broke in puerto rico.
that’s why i came back without doing all those things
i considered (as always) quite seriously.

i remember that first time i read marx,
i wanted to be marx and also wanted him to like me.
that was the most important thing:
that carlitos like me.
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(original bromancy)

with your revolutionary beret and your futurity pliers,
you’re the camp’s pentecostal bromeliad.
you clean the feet of my potential.
you make me the supreme jeva of the commune.

in the rearguard is the flood zone where,
in exchange for a basket of plantains,
we give out pamphlets.
in the rearguard your barefoot woman plants station wagons
and the horse knocks down the fence.

this conference is dedicated 
to the piraguas of the fountains,
those angelic snouts.
your pistil honey arches
and down to the beach 
runs the sacred piss of your origin gene. 

lenin would say ¿qué es la que?
but you give me a direct quote,
without lubricating communism’s entry.
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(natural selection) 

at the home of the separatist josé, 
those who often hold secret political meetings.

she watches the cars that wait near the curve
for more than three minutes.
she says the phone rings and no one speaks.

apparently she has love affairs with one of the young men 
and he has found this act suspicious. 

in my cell we blindfold the novices.
i read out loud about the crisis of the market,
i ask them to name three girls who have
diversified the revolutionary portfolio.

we debate whether or not we should love each other
or if love is a bourgeois sickness,
but that one in the car contemplates
whether these compañeros are friends or couples,
according to the frequency of their encounters.

they moved to work and study
for their masters degrees at madison,
university of new york.
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we don’t know if new york
is bigger than madison or smaller than chicago
but that one in the car wants a maveric
and a promotion. 

we discuss how to identify double agents.
the double agent suggests 
we draw straws.
the straws in my house
are beheaded like quenepas
:collectivized:

in the closet there is still carpeta.
mami asks me if i have a girl or a friend.
it is still a suspicious act
to be in love or write poems.
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(necessary impossibility) 

i don’t remember when i left behind
many terms or traded them for others.
or when i stopped thinking poems
had unlimited potential,
that a chair could do infinite things,
but never fly.

nor do i remember when i wrote for the first time
that i wanted a flying chair,
a flying throne,
so i could be reinx of bats,
nor when i stopped believing that solidarity
had limited potential. 

i also don’t remember when i knew
not everything was poetry,
but also poetry wasn’t all poetry,
nor if ever
i could explain this with clarity
or have it.

i remember i’ve always had 
poems that are more like poems,
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poems that are more like people,
and poems that are more like solidarities.  

ay but sometimes i stay with the old terms
because they’ve shown me so much love.
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“the commodities can’t go by themselves to the market”

my stepmother says it’s time.
i have to give birth outside the christian academy.
i’ll turn in my wine-colored polo
and my schooljawn ponytail.

my father feels disappointed
that i didn’t sue la inter
and i show up at protests
without a freshmart pizza.

i didn’t visit my other grandmother
because she believes i’m confused.
i refuse to tell her
i’m marrying my girlfriend.

they scold me for believing family is optional.
here they pay you in love without returns.

after orlando, they never called us.

there is this thing called family obligation.
we share so many centuries of knowing each other
and that enemy that doesn’t care.
i’ll defend you, distant aunt, from the investor,
but will you leave my corpse
lying before the door of that hell
where i discovered i exist?
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“nor exchange each other”

i want to buy the house
where the businessman killed his wife.
it’s seven minutes from the beach.

no one tells me the little girl waited in the room,
sitting still.

no one talked to me about the aguacate tree’s suicide.

the business went bankrupt.
no one tells me they gave him a beer
after he called her father:
come get la nena, i killed your daughter.

where is my call?
there is no way of knowing
if the flamboyanes can break
the septic tank with their roots,
if the phone will ring at all hours,
if the girl will cry mami.

the federal government (re)possessed the house.
no one wanted to sell it.
it has a beautiful marquee,
good for organizing parties,
and it’s selling at a reasonable price. 
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“second stage: productive consumption of the  
purchased commodities by the capitalist”

if you undress on la noche de san juan,
the memories of raped mermaids
will sink into your sores
and for the rest of your days you’ll have to sing
poems dedicated to lost lungs.

inverse evolution:
let’s return to the sea.
those who don’t know how to leave their loot on the sand
will drown in the air.
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“[downpour of] evanescent elements within the cycle”

a plastic fork in the purse will serve for something if the service arrives 
so they can finally pay me in renewable cards if they don’t cut the light 
they can incorporate my employment to the end of the march if i am 
able to forgive my sister for her husband arrived at six and where were 
they it’s not the hour it’s who they were with return the keys and i’ll pick 
you up but before you paint the flag in mourning your hand isn’t free 
you’ll understand one day why we’ve done it under the accent a bomb 
stops detonating and i disarm it i don’t have much time but pass the 
high that i’ve forgotten if you happen to pick up the rubbish take out the 
trash because the frogs will come in if you devour the orchids since it is 
late and they will have closed the building or collapsed perhaps on the 
sand without knowing if they’ll kill me against the mural or if leaning i’ll 
fracture luck without losing movement close the car and leave quietly if 
you don’t know how to keep thinking about books or saying let me go to 
work you left the clothes with your ex-husband who without a doubt uses 
it to detect perfumes but how will you wrap yourself with the quiosco like 
a ball and stick without feeling eternally grateful you can’t even survive 
the month and you know that nothing is worth anything if you don’t learn 
to fight they weren’t armed but still the floor still the news sit here now 
don’t drive down with the downpour to ponce they’ve all gone you didn’t 
know they won’t come back stay calm they’re coming they said half an 
hour ago i have a ticket because i ran a light without looking and what 
will happen if they kill you without a seatbelt and without headlights qué 
peligro for you to drive up at this hour and people drunk if the body had 
no id i’m not understanding you close my inside inside 
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“what is most characteristic is not the form’s irrationality” 

if only it were possible/ 
if it were something like access control like/preeeep/ 
to be able to make flow from fb’s snapped safety pin/ 
news about mayagüez that says/ 

  here were born the magnanimous the locally famous/ 
and tentative frituras/ 

for them to pay attention/that the closures of schools/ 
would matter more than the fokin supreme court/

which said oppression but hasn’t known for some time/
how to travel without clubbing with preferred crews/

gloveless error/

performance of solar suit/disneyed somersault/
three shines and another world/the possibility of being born/
in puerto rico/of whole-throatily hating the gaps/ 
between teeth through which smiles break sweats/
trying to word the inkwell with bite/

who has told you it can’t be?/
if not your prisoner expanses/ 
or your onioned torso/ 
this form/they say/
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is the belated sacrifice of burning the letters/
of the lover that sold your secrets/

perfect your hatred/memorize the lines/ 
that compose your deification/

ornaments are only indifferences that hide/
the secretive thumb/

if a hundred cops meditate in a park/
there is no peace/there is additional time 
to acquire a countenance
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“the conversion of a sum of money into a sum of commodities”

for each poem you write about the debt,
fifty eight unicorns meet at the bottom of a pool.

every time you write DEATH TO THE COLONIZERS,
a golden coquí is born. 

each time you repeat:
VOTE FOR THIS IN A COLONIAL ELECTORAL SYSTEM,
a golden coquí plants a ceiba.

for every two compas that jam the cogs of the oversight board,
the coconut flanes and the alcapurrias duplicate.

each time you believe a woman who’s been raped,
a teen of trans experience acquires his hormones.  

for every verse that curls up in my people’s chest,
i win five libraries from the enemy.

for each opportunistic politician you behead,
my faith in the educational system is restored.
ha! no, teacher, the faith in us.

for every song you dedicate to marigloria or ángela,
we recover a little piece of our history.
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for each seal of solidarity without remuneration, 
a diamond becomes a hummingbird.  

every time i gather my skins and caramelize them into poison, 
i recover my name.

each time you repeat iván three times into the mirror,
he’ll come back as a specter to wreak vengeance on his assassins. 

each time you repeat iván three times into the mirror (2),
he’ll be joined by the specter of jorge steven.

each time you repeat iván three times into the mirror (3),
the wind will become projector transparencies, 
that will become broken windows,
that will become airs frozen by the gyres
of all those tortured by la comay.

for each (there is only one many times insisted) 
debt you don’t pay,
you are donating a hundred flying hammocks
to the victims of neoliberalism.

for each miscalculation, 
you save a bay.
for each bay you save,
we give this island
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an anti-cruise ship of hope,
and we sink all the cruise ships,
and we sink all the cruise ships.
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“the money appears as mere evanescent medium of circulation” 

i’m pained and palpitate because we are adjoined.
if you say girl to my girl, you know what’s up.
if you say boy to my girl, i mean, 
if you don’t know and you say boy or girl to my personification,
you know what to expect.

the proximity is sufficient. 
you owe me fifty pushups.
we’ve established a system through which 
if you fuck with my loves, i’ll split your nail.

the crescent moon is a nail of the wafer eaten  
in the name of all,
 your flesh.
to transmute is to name ourselves. 
i become your boy when calling you girl when you are girl.
i becoming (you)r boy when calling you boy cuz boy we’ll be.

if you don’t know how to say hi without the fedback pronoun,
it’s best you don’t though really. 

i dizzy and shelter
       centipedes a thousand cricas or bichos as much in organ as in   
              animal you are
       your jellyfish my salt i’ve been
               thrown fossilifierce of stone your hands shells on tracks
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of mouth anemones or goats you reproduce with the wind
or you don’t move or kiss center of no i won’t 
call you
  

they gave you name.
  decided collectivities. 
  you didn’t have time or money
  to fill out the form
             for change.

i palpitate syndrome syllable joint
velocity number whatever difficulty you dictate 

if you say earth to my tenderness, you know. 
if you say it with tenderness, the same
as begrudgingly, 
or change n for ñ in coño, 
or believe ll is limp-haired,
i’ll split your splitting.

adjoin yourself from the body you aren’t
with me.
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“through the opposite act of circulation, or  
the inverse metamorphosis” 

for my queerfolk

t. and j. give to ochún
50 moss plums and a thirded beer,
so that the 50 or so hearts
—open number i will hammer to me—
will sting brackishly 
the lemon made peel of this chest.

today they killed more lorcas than yesterday.
today june twelfth.
today june 12.
but still g. m. and l. cleansed
and lit their wax dildos. 

in puerto rico there will be no clean water.
today june 12.
today june twelfth. 
but still gaddo, max, and leone
diminish their nailless fingers,
cleaning their hands in their mouths,
cleansing ritual with the saliva incense of our mass.

in puerto rico 117 hydrological stations
will cease operating,   
but we keep operating,
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the jevos of alterity,
lacrimals of pigeons,
turning in our grime
to heal this world of its purity.

i bathe [with water] i adjust my tie
the eyeliner runs my hands [in the water]
my lipstick [in the water]

there is a problem, 
says rafael rodríguez.
in puerto rico the clean water
will come perhaps, like corretjer said,
bloodied, 
or maybe it’s that 
our never clean blood
carries its viscosity with the rage
of 50 asses
of penetrable pleasure.

as i write this poem,
i wait for the living to get here,
to cluster us, to arm us
(against the state) and its 
privatized agents,
to love us against the state.
fuck fuck fuck fuck
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i will bless this night with (jello)shots.
i will arrive at the thirteenth of june,
without june 13, dirty, and burn
the confederate flags,
the american flag burn
your programing. 

my being queer future is here.
while j. says they’re on their way.
while o. says they’ll get here soon.
while t. says they’re sick,
but will get here before 10.
while s. says they want to cry standing 
before some building with a sign.
my queer future hates the u.s. geological survey
in inglés and español the mess
of this day in my dry mouth,
but i keep spitting in the face
of all who want me dead.

r. says it’s too much.
today it’s too much to live, 
but more too much to die and kill 
before letting them do this again.
defending the water in all its forms,
i’ll cut my palm for the pact.
i’ll enter it to get bloodied as well.
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my loves arrive and arrive.
also on twitter and whatsapp,
we swear to the water we’ll be unclean,
go to bars and dance.

today all my perforations 
projections dismantle the walls. 
we share veins,
regrets with water bombs.
fuck fuck this fuck all this
get here. get here now.
the door is open.





NOTES ON A DERAILED CIRCULATION

“if it fails, it’s the possessor who will get burnt, 

not the commodity.”
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“if they refuse to be taken, he can resort to violence 
or, in other words, take possession of them”

i.

how are you, love?
do you know what’s happening?
is the south still as always never?
do they still seriously consider my death?

two blocks from here they filter the light oranging
the flags and flags tone the wind:

the only rupture of this night.
 
the fourth of july go back to your country.
the fourth of july with wine and a broken glass.
if by law puerto rico was a commonwealth,
by law puerto rico returns restructured.
 
here i ask myself if the bricks withstand the firecrackers.
for example, will there be fire and will they burn my trash?
i’m sure one neighbor hates me because he’s a neo-nazi,
another because paterías transcend 

the membrane that divides us.
another says she admires me
being the way i am.
which of the many things i am not
labors to forge these admirations? 
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ii.

of course of course my death.
with the finality of one who decides
if they want chocolate or ice-cream.
perhaps this commonness confuses
—chocolate ice-cream—the forms
of my death.
 
            the full combo
 
we undertake a touch, 
a hit and retouch,
called war or peace.
it’s war when 
two houses both alike in dignity pass
         *thesamesentence*
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iii.

the circulation of machine guns in compartires,
sharing forever conmártires.
the accent retreats toward a collectivity.
it wishes to feel pain but doesn’t drop the stare.

if i say don’t kill us and you kill us;
if you say don’t kill them and they kill me;
if they repeat don’t kill them and they kill them.
THIS DEBT IS PAID WITH BLOOD
read this as a contextual palindrome.
but it isn’t a debt. it isn’t a debt. the state isn’t charging.
there is no reciprocity.
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iv.

the 4th of july is gone.
i plan repatriations,
somersaults of revolting door.
i try to drink coffee,
not think about the dermic penetrability
or the word “fragility” as a pejorative.
 
no one wants to be vulnerable
when there is a pacification war.
vulnerability, like poetry,
is a promise: 
if death says hi, 
i can feel fear.
 
i attempt attempting
the stones i am,
the water that leaves in clouds,
the narrow drought
of these south philly streets.
without trees, i try
to suggest a future for myself,
without falling in a loop.
 
what self-harm do i inflict 
when i write about the debt,
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chewing my tail,
extracting rubber from serpents
of a sin i carry like another’s conscience?
how can i curse these words,
the church that raised my grandmother,
the finality of my impossibility
as a subject,
         my existing like an error,
                     my daily persistence? 
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v.

i tell my students that dreams like literature are snitches these ideas 
aren’t mine i tell them there are codes and repetitions that keep hurting 
with no exit and have to do with being outside time as if time had an 
inside what is the inside of time like? does it have the hollow rigidity of a 
dead branch? 
 
i dream of a room.
this room doesn’t have a pool.
the pool it doesn’t have,
doesn’t have a notebook.
this room isn’t apt for children.
the children it doesn’t have, eat alcapurrias.
the alcapurrias don’t have flavor,
because they are in the room,
nor dimension,
because they suction the mouth.
really really
they have fangs.
in my dream, someone tells me 
i need concept to deal.
i can’t capture the corners of the blanket.
each time i have one it duplicates into walls.
in my dream, they distribute the sea to investors.
in my dream, they sell el yunque.
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out of my dream, they sell el yunque.
for real, if only it weren’t for real.
i’m not sure if i’m dreaming in the dream,
if it’s a poem, or if i’m dead.
in all three incarnations,
i feel there has to exist 
a bettered dimension
that i lost in the future,
but really i’m sure that really
the dreams register 
what we lose
of hope.
in my dream, they clean my toilet with naled
i climb the stairs up to the roof,
where they spread a glittering rug.
i ask them what it’s made of
and they say the teeth of executed mermaids.
i suddenly know that in the sea they also have
prisons made of sea urchins and red coral
and push heads into the air
as punishment between punishments.
my students show up,
with their food, to lie down.
they say divine things about the sky,
the night, and the city.
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i’m supposed to explain
how they killed the mermaids
with an educational calm
and speak to them of dreams,
the origins of fear,
and history.
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vi.

in my puerto rico, we print from within the ink.
(my mother can’t swim)

in my living room, the mosquitos gather.
(with/without/against zikadas)

the creepers grow between houses.
(the dog kills the pigeons)

the cloths scream like firecrackers.
(cavern-slides flood my hostels)

the earth, like the rain,
detaches me from memory’s omissions.

(coming back means submitting myself to love)
i know who i am like the irrelevance i inherit.
i write little gathered papers.

(the text incites me to disappear)
the lipstick of this my puerto rico:
fact that indicates this color 
looks too—yeah too—strong.

(my mother can’t lie)
yesterday the war rips down flyers.
yesterday, like today, they need ice
at the camp against the board.

(in september the members say hi)
war is to keep loving the super doppler max.
infested by bats, it exits the hell/panadería
and plants a nest by my window.
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(at night the rain tells me tells me tells me)
in my puerto rico, war is grocery shopping,
is watching the news in the afternoon,
is the finger in humidity palpating
the cuir penetrability of the bus stop,
now not so much a wait
but rather an in and out of hope.

(yesterday we left the keys of war in the gate)
peace is give me peace woman give me peace.

(peace takes place desperately)
(each time i’m back)
(each time i stay longer)
(each time more and more finally (stayed)(enough)

 
*quedá doesn’t translate qué da (tampoco)
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vii.
(letter for una amiga gringa)

there are some puertorriqueños who sell us out. there are some 
puertorriqueños who make money selling us out. there are some 
puertorriqueños who are republican. there are some puertorriqueños who 
are democrats. there are some puertorriqueños who agree that we are 
lazy, uncultured, ungrateful and ugly. there are some puertorriqueños 
who give diversity talks and explain that blackness doesn’t exist 
in puerto rico because we are mixed and that is culture. there are 
some puertorriqueños who claim that spaniards raping the peoples 
they conquered makes us beautiful. there are some puertorriqueños 
who claim we are naturally more reserved, because queerness is an 
imperialist importation. there are some puertorriqueños who believe 
dominicanos are ruining puerto rico. there are some puertorriqueños who 
think i am beautiful because i am a white puertorriqueña. there are many 
gringos who have no idea i’m a white puertorriqueña because aren’t all 
puertorriqueños a culture and isn’t that emotional and beautiful?

la mayoría de los miembros de la junta son puertorriqueños, 
reflejando el compromiso del presidente de asegurar que los 
puertorriqueños estén bien representados, says the white house, 
says we are represented by these puertorriqueños.
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MÍSTER CARLOS GARCÍA Y MÍSTER JOSÉ CARRIÓN 
SON REPUBLICANOS PUERTORRIQUEÑOS.

MÍSTER JOSÉ RAMÓN GONZÁLEZ Y MISI ANA MATOSANTOS 
SON DEMÓCRATAS PUERTORRIQUEÑOS. 

MÍSTER ANDREW BRIGGS NO ES PUERTORRIQUEÑO.

AHORA MÍSTER ARTHUR GONZÁLEZ 
ES MÁS PROFESOR DE NYU QUE PUERTORRIQUEÑO.
LE GUSTA CAMINAR POR LA PLAYA DE NOCHE 
Y RECORDAR LA ÉPOCA EN QUE COMÍA CARACOLES. 
SUS ZAPATOS SE LLENAN DE ARENA. 
SOMETIMES HE FANTASIZES WITH LEAVING IT ALL 
AND RETIRING TO A NICE BEACHFRONT PROPERTY.

HERE IS THE PENN PROFESSOR DAVID SKEEL (CABRÓN Y NO 
PUERTORRIQUEÑO). he writes books on bankruptcy in detroit, 
christianity, and the law. he believes we can heal this broken world 
with faith. according to amazon, his book, TRUE PARADOX: HOW 
CHRISTIANITY MAKES SENSE OF OUR COMPLEX WORLD, promises 
the possibility that the existence of GOD could make sense of it all. i 
never want to read his book, but i worry it might hold some order, a key 
to decoding who gets cut/first.
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young amerikkkan boyz like míster skeel dream of going to law school.
nerf ball skips across the water slide/ first/ cut/ first accident/ what 
happened, david?/ where is it?/ does it hurt?/ transparencies: the steeples 
lean/ passes bio/ history of this country is be kind to your citizens, but 
read the clauses/ if you are too young to enjoy goldfishes/ a lunchbox 
with superhero red/ carving pumpkin fields/ under the bed is another 
country/ mommy, they come in/ scrape across my knees/ the monstrous 
peoples that go tapping, tapping at my chamber door.

boys like david tell their teachers they want to become cops, or better, 
make big money and do good. i knew little david. he was on nick at nite. 
he dreams he is wandering some hall, chased by colonial demons. when 
you are big, david, you will rule my country, if you are go(o)d. you will 
get to lower the minimum wage, cut hospital budgets, and close down 
schools, if GOD is good, you respect his wishes, and love your country.
david knows this will be, because he and GOD are TIGHT.

MÍSTER GOD NO ES PUERTORRIQUEÑO.
MÍSTER GOD ES PUERTORRIQUEÑO.
MÍSTER GOD IS THE CONTROL BOARD’S NINTH MEMBER
PORQUE EL MIEMBRO NÚMERO OCHO ES PUERTORRIQUEÑO,
Y COMO SE IMAGINAN NO PUEDE VOTAR,
IS OUR ILLUSTRIOUS GOVERNOR RICARDO ROSSELLÓ.

there are some puertorriqueños who fight everyday against u.s. 
imperialism. there are some puertorriqueños who fight everyday and still 
decolonize like it’s lunch time. there is love. yes. there is mayagüez. 
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yes. when it hurts, i talk to puertorriqueños, even when there are some 
puertorriqueños who are oppressors, even then, i still talk to other 
boricuas. even when i hear you, talk to you here, amiga gringa, and know 
you would fight for me and i for you, even then i talk to k, e, r, y, first. 
this is not a culture. this is home.

i’m tired of being tired. i want my friends not to work so hard. i want the 
rivers to be protected, the golden coquí to survive the limitless sprawl of 
walgreens. i want to fight the cops, read poems in a tent in front of the 
federal building, and then i want us to dispossess it and chase out the 
vultures. i want hope to be more than a motif. these words weigh more 
than all your books; more than the house, the coffee, the work itself.

this year the old imperialism changes into its swimsuit, but when i am 
in a poem, i know the poem’s moon will know me aunque naciera en la 
tierra. in my poem, i poem(v.) of killing. my friends warn me that even 
words in a poem can be used as evidence in a court of law, but i remind 
them that all laws en un poema puertorriqueño can be overridden by 
the oversight board according to SEC. 4. SUPREMACY. subsection (18) 
TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT. (B) EXCLUSION.
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“the tertiary” 

for miguel hernández
“lunar expert”

“luniculturalist”

if the moon is polyhedron after crop,
monticule of domes surface, 
pitchered pentagram inflated,
dimension added, 
upon dying they’ll say the specter is the dimension (i)
of existence: the tertiary. 

levitation to the other luminary in order to enter
its bones
  of frayed cheese
  gofios=pyramids(+)spheres.

the earth in the moon is (lime)ass—
—calculation—of the sun.
the earth from the moon:
  a seesaw. 

this is superseding yourself (fascism), 
this is superior (franco),
to go to the outside of the other planet
called moon for being secondary
like the so queer desire 
of the girandole.
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there is no gravity in the barracks.
everything floats like corymb.

the trajectory exists between earth and moon
called crop or nothing,
the huevona sonority of the drum that captivated,
that captive, 

the earth you occupy in the center of the polyhedron, 
the synonym folded like onion.
for you on youtube, the same for you in the future #.
miguel hernández still at the border this time
how did you know.

the tweezers and/or the needles we have slicked back
the dentures to 140 calligrammes. 
a conterminousness bene(viole(n)t) 
because of miguel hernández. 

i believe in knotting us
and having gridded with diamonds 
the hooves. 

por diosa kill the roach.
marry yourself to us lembeputrids of luv.
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figure out what we’ll do ¡the arms!

figure out the codes to break them
on my knee or with my teeth
rip the tag off the ship.
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“the primary”

at first sight, a commodity appears to be a trivial thing,
immediately comprehensible,
but every good thinker will see that it is a demonic object.

the abacus (re)counts how historiography is the art of objects,
how they became ours, how we became. 

vinegar, oil, dried vegetables, codfish,
these are the metaphysical subtleties and theological reticences
of belonging.

candlewickly centered and lit,
our character fortifies the essential.
carlitos explains that regarding use value
there is no mystery,
for it satisfies human necessities,
and the human is no mystery,
nor is the animal,
nor necessity,
which is obvious. 

don’t believe this is orthodoxy.
it’s that we are so concrete
that if they throw us in the sea
we go to the bottom most bottom
of all the state’s barrels.
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the demonic commodities
(forgive the redundancy)
are sensorially suprasensible things,
according to the book of the infernal circulations.
the tables dance bachata in the segment titled
the fetishistic character of the commodity and its secret.

the paipays in flames,
the bouquets of birds of paradise,
the treetrunk and the curtains mutually registering,
the filaments of thread and bark:
the hurricane is not a metaphor.
even the possessed circulation
is none other than the labor of the wind,
geological processes,
and the fury of the epoch’s spirit.
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“the secondary”

 
“the term ‘puerto rico’ means the commonwealth of puerto rico”

- the PROMESA bill

the brain’s expenditure, 
the duration of that expenditure,
the quantity of labor,
the difference between the quantity
and the quality.
the term puerto rico signifies
the externalization of the measurements,
the quality of a secondary citizenship.
but there is no
term called puerto rico
because there is no duration for the termination.
the quantity of (ex)terminations puerto rico
in the body and its time of universal labor.
those terminals of the ears of dead star in english,
ships of stormtroops and rebels.
if by chance i am cinema,
only measure me according to the difference.
to be the secondary
is to come out as a the production of the means of subsistence,
is to find out that the state of development
is substandard. 
i become deranged in social form
as soon as the defunction begins.
a physical relationship between physical things.
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we’ll discuss this in puerto rico terms
as soon as the interpreter of phantasmagorias arrives. 
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“the worker is limited to producing the value of his labor power”
(the longest fall)

i say i love you so many times that it burns my trachea.
the words are a magnifying glass
bringing me closer to the sun. 

i love you.
we love each other.
here who remembers love?
if poems fly, they are moths
fleeing from editors that swing torches.

they come out of my ears, 
seafoam 
that screams and moans,
anxious because of the hour,
standing in an interminable line,
under the heat without clean water.

cochleaed, your voice fans me, mamá,
and your absence asphyxiates me, abuelita. 

torches that can’t be raffled,
phones, fleeting objects,
a chaplin film,
but the chaplin that passes by la mágica
and reminds us that it is a bookstore.
objects! flying objects that fall from a sky without foodstuffs!
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objects that fly through the air
crashing against memories!
notes taken in a 100 by 35 mile cell!
poems! gutted gators!

the moon fits from san juan to mayagüez,
even when it’s puertorriqueña and minisculely immense,
even when i want to kill myself in exchange for an island, 
but ay they need me! ay they need you!

(((tell me gringuita, where do you hide your heart, that poisoned apple?
who edits your velvet face, your invented day like a straightened wake, 
bookmarks between two pages named river and sky, coast and house, 
rain and drought?)))

cannibals, this is a call to action!
let’s devour the hearts of our benefactors!
breadless, let’s cook the thin fingers of the humanitarians
for whom we are a crisis!
let’s drown the colonizers, even if blue and red crosses 
hang from their chests in hospitals without saviors or lights,
with faithless nuns that wordfill death!
the help we need is freedom!

the añasco bridge crosses me
because i am water,
because i am contaminated,
and i contaminate white and sweet
friends,
institutional walls,
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aha aha thank you.
miradero is surrounded by ruttings.
the most traffic jam traffic jam jams down
from the naked branches.
i can’t help loving my people with the fever
of one sick and without meds
in a hospital of san juan,
in a bed, in a house
on some block of some town
that screams like i scream,
let’s devour the colony!
let’s vomit screams 
with a tempested terror!

ay but call, abuela.
call today if you can get a signal,
or enter at night through a dream.
tell me you are alive.
resuscitate me. 
i want to hug you.
i want to grow wings
and fly to your nest,
up there 
where the water can’t reach us.
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